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ABSTRACT
The activation point of a button is defined as the depth at which it invokes a make signal. Regular buttons are activated during the downward stroke, which occurs within the first 20 ms of a press. The remaining portion, which can be as long as 80 ms, has not been examined for button activation for reason of mechanical limitations. The paper presents a technique and empirical evidence for an activation technique called Impact Activation, where the button is activated at its maximal impact point. We argue that this technique is advantageous particularly in rapid, repetitive button pressing, which is common in gaming and music applications. We report on a study of rapid button pressing, wherein users’ timing accuracy improved significantly with use of Impact Activation. The technique can be implemented for modern push-buttons and capacitive sensors that generate a continuous signal.
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INTRODUCTION
A button – more specifically, an electronic push-button – is a transducer that invokes a discrete signal from continuous movement. Modern buttons are typically engineered for comfort, speed, and reliable activation. This paper looks at an important goal in button design: the generation of the activation signal at an accurate moment, aligning as much as possible with the user’s intended timing. This property is essential in, for example, music, gaming, and typing, or generally in any activity that requires temporal control of keystroking. Because buttons are ubiquitous, improvements in their performance may affect a large number of applications.

This paper contributes to the engineering of activation points, defined as distance at which the button generates the signal. We investigate an activation technique for improving temporal accuracy of rapid button pressing. Regular buttons invoke a make signal during downstroke, generally at 50%–70% of the downward travel. The activation point at downstroke is often placed at the beginning of the button-pressing duration (<20 ms). This design has been favored for its mechanical simplicity and reliability. However, the total duration of a button press is around 100 ms [9]. Prior to this work, there was little investigation of the remaining portion of a press.

We define an activation principle called Impact Activation (IA) and assess it empirically in a rapid tapping task. In IA, the signal is invoked at the maximal impact point during a button press (Figure 1). This point can be physically defined and implemented in sensors that provide continuous signal. At this impact point, maximum energy is transferred to the contact surface. It is also the moment when fingertip mechanoreceptors produce peak sensation. According to signal detection theory [31], stronger sensation provides more reliable evidence for event detection. It is also known that timing estimates improve when sensory amplitude increases and variance of sensory signal decreases [4]. Our hypothesis is that, thanks to better alignment of the real activation point and the consequent sensation, users can better calibrate their timing [1].

In the rest of the paper, we first define the technique and briefly review related literature. We then describe the implementation of IA with a physical button and a touch button. Finally, we compare IA with existing common button activation methods by presenting a fast tapping study. For the study, we designed a
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touch button and a keyboard button apparatus that can monitor the entire stream of button pressing and implemented IA for these. We expected IA to be advantageous at near-the-limit pace, as in cases of 2–5 button presses per second. In the experiment, IA significantly improved performance: we observed an increase of 94.9% on success rate with a physical button and an increase of 37.0% with a touch button.

RELATED WORK
We first discuss general features of a button, showing that design of activation points has gained little attention in prior work. We then review findings from four temporal tasks: fast tapping, synchronization, temporal pointing, and timing estimation. They suggest opportunities to improve performance in fast tapping by changing the point of activation.

Design Space: Activation Point and Other Parameters
Button design is known to affect users’ peak force, tapping rate, comfort level, and muscle activity [17, 19]. The defining parameters of a button’s response are travel depth, spring stiffness, and position of activation point. Force–displacement (FD) curve of a button represents the response characteristics affected by stiffness and mechanical design of the switch. “Snappy” buttons exhibit an “roller-coaster-like” FD curve (Figure 3). Snap force and snap ratio are determined by peak force and the depth of a valley. The activation point is commonly set within the valley area. However, the activation point is rarely, if ever, set at maximum travel, because of potential for chattering (an oscillating connect–break issue). For this work, we kept all other parameters constant and manipulated only the design of the activation point.

Fast Tapping
Fast tapping – repeated button pressing with a sub-500-ms interval – is common in games and music applications. Studies have shown that the shorter the interval, the less time users have to cognitively prepare for the next tap [33]. This suggests that any asynchrony between perceived and real moment of activation may be amplified at high rates. Studies have found that user performance can vary up to 150%, depending on the input device used in playing the given game [3, 37, 36]. Our hypothesis is that different devices and input methods cause different levels of asynchrony, which may be alleviated with impact activation. A button design that improves timing accuracy might also aid in fast tapping.

Synchronization
So-called sensorimotor synchronization tasks require synchronizing tapping with a recurring reference signal (e.g., metronome) [21, 25]. Common indices of performance are mean asynchrony between stimulus onset and tap and the standard deviation of asynchrony ($SD_{asy}$) of taps. It has been found that people’s tapping tends to precede the reference, an effect called negative mean asynchrony (NMA). Factors that affect NMA and $SD_{asy}$ are inter-onset interval (IOI), stimulus modality, and stimulus duration. It is known that NMA increases (gets worse) with IOI [22, 38]. $SD_{asy}$ too increases with IOI [23]. Musicians exhibit less NMA than non-musicians [11]. Auditory modality appears to yield better temporal resolution (up to 100 ms) than visual modality (up to 400 ms) [10, 20, 24]. The highest achievable tapping rate is limited by end-effector movement, at around 5–7/s (IOI 150–200 ms) [8, 17, 27]. We believe that button design may affect NMA. For example, musicians can decrease NMA when using their own musical instrument – albeit by 2 ms only. Kaarsoja et al. [7] found that too early audio and visual feedback (<20 ms) may adversely affect simultaneity perception. From those phenomena, we hypothesize that the compression (downstroke) phase may not be the optimal timing for button activation.

Temporal Pointing
Temporal pointing refers to all tasks that must perform discrete inputs within a short time window [13]. Previous work explored the effect of activation point [12, 13]. A technique called TouchMax [13], which can be considered an instance of IA for touchscreens, resulted in a significant reduction in error rate, of about 5% of the baseline result. However, the study used slow-rate tapping, and the latency of the input device was not controlled. We have explored the potential of IA in a latency-controlled system and a fast temporal pointing task that is more common in games and music applications.

Timing Estimates
In tasks that require accurate timing, users must form an integrated percept (e.g., “when finger touched button”) that they can use to calibrate their responses. In button pressing, the deformation of the fingertip and proprioceptive sense of finger movement are relevant feedback signals for this purpose. A fingertip force profile measured by Rempel et al. [18] during button pressing showed that the peak force is highest at the impact point when the button travels all the way to the bottom. With a zero-travel touch button in a tapping study [5], participants pressed a button with 5–7 N of force, with some ramp-up time needed to reach its peak force. Tactile sensors of a fingertip are constantly stimulated during a button pressing. It is theorized that people integrate noisy sensory cues [4] into one perceptual point, called the p-center [14]. Because the mechanoreceptive signal best corresponds to the moment of impact activation, we hypothesize that users use that as the basis for their p-center.

RATIONALE AND IMPLEMENTATION FOR IA
Unlike traditional button activation methods, IA triggers a button at the point of maximum impact (see Figure 1). Figure 1b shows a fingertip force profile measured during a button press [18] from a snap-feeling button with 0.6 N activation force. The figure shows three main phases of a press: compression, impact, and release. The compression and release phase correspond to downward and upward movement, respectively. In the impact phase, a fingertip bumps to the button’s bottom and decelerates rapidly. This yields the strongest sensation.

Motor Control Rationale
Our rationale stems from the physical fact that maximum impact results in peak force on the fingertip throughout the press. At this moment, maximum energy is transferred to the mechanoreceptors of the fingertip, which is the most salient moment in time for the perceptual system [14]. In contrast,
Algorithm 1 Impact Activation

1: \( \text{MaxVal} \leftarrow 0 \)
2: while true do
3: \( \text{Val} \leftarrow \text{SensorRead}() \)
4: if \( \text{MaxVal} < \text{Val} \) then
5: \( \text{MaxVal} \leftarrow \text{Val} \)
6: \( \text{Val} \leftarrow \text{SensorRead}() \)
7: end while
8: do Activation

- \( T_a \) is an idle value threshold, set to a little above the sensor value at idle.
- \( T_b \) is an activation threshold, set to a value a bit greater than the noise.

Our hypotheses for the benefit of IA in fast button-pressing are threefold. First, as said, in IA the button is activated at the point corresponding with the strongest mechanoreceptive stimulation. Second, we hypothesize that the perceived timing of the finger pressing down will be better coaligned in IA, because of this reason. Consequently, users should be better able to calibrate their responses with the displayed stimulus. A recent neuromechanical model of button pressing predicts this effect [16]. Third, this effect should be more pronounced in fast repetitive tapping. In fast tapping, motor noise dominates rather than temporal noise [34], and because of the short IOI, there is not enough time for the user to correct motion. This means that the positive effect of IA would diminish at slower rates of tapping, because the temporal noise masks the advantage of IA.

Method for Detecting Impact Point

Impact occurs when a button hits its mechanical limit. To detect this, we developed an algorithm that finds the first local maximum signal during a button press. The algorithm keeps updating the maximum sensor value and activates the button if the sensor value starts to decrease (see Algorithm 1 and Figure 1a for details). For a noisy signal, \( T_a \) may be increased, or smoothing applied before a pass through the algorithm.

Implementing the algorithm with a physical button necessitates tracking the displacement continuously throughout a button press. Readily available technologies are capacity sensing (Topre Switch [15]), optical reflection (Adomax Flaretech), and a magnetic Hall sensor (Mayle RAFI RS 76C). Initially, their purposes are to overcome reliability issues of a metal contact (oxidization, chattering, noise, etc.). Recently, some keyboard-makers have introduced an activation-point adjustment feature (e.g., Wooting One or the Topre RealForce RGB) with those switches. However, their activation point still can be set only to within a downstroke.

We applied the algorithm to a physical button and a touch button. For the physical button, we used a Hall-effect sensor to monitor the displacement. For the touch button, we used a capacitance sensor to approximate the fingertip force [2]. Alternatively, a force sensor may be usable.

Method

The goal in the experiment was to assess the effect of IA relative to the regular activation method in terms of temporal accuracy for both physical and touch buttons. We used a version of the temporal pointing task [13] (Figure 2). This task reproduces a common requirement in games and music, where button activation must occur within some time window. Auditory pacing tones were played with regular interval and duration. We chose the audio channel since it showed better temporal synchronization performance (10 Hz) [20, 24] than visual stimuli (2.5 Hz). Participants were asked to activate a button during the tone. Therefore, a successful trial meant detection of button activation during the tone, and failure otherwise. To inform the user of success/failure, brief visual feedback (a flashing LED for 50 ms at the moment of activation) was given. To rule out confusion between tone and feedback signals, audio feedback was avoided.

We chose a tapping rate with intervals of 200 to 600 ms (or 100–300 beats per minute), which are common tempos found in music and games. There were three reasons for this choice. First, synchronizing with a high rate, close to the limit of one’s ability (around 200 ms [17, 27]), is more challenging and yields a more sensitive performance metric. Second, it can reduce strategy variation. We hypothesized that participants perform the task instinctively at higher rates, whereas with lower rates they may behave strategically. Third, 100 trials takes only 40 seconds, on average, which allowed us to explore more experimental conditions.

Participants

In total, 32 participants (18 male, 14 female; on average, 26.0 years old; \(SD=5.0\)) were recruited from a local university in Helsinki, Finland. Twenty-one had experience of musical training (at least basic level, avg. 7.2 years, \(SD=5.8\)). Three were left-handed. Most used the index finger of the dominant hand for the study. One used the thumb and three used the middle finger. They were compensated with a movie ticket.

Experiment Design

The experiment followed a \(2 \times 2\) within-subject factorial design. There were two independent factors: button type and activation method, each with two levels. Within a condition, combinations of five tone intervals and two tone durations were examined. Each combination consisted of 100 trials.
Figure 3. Force–displacement profile of the physical button, measured from the Cherry MX MX1AC1NN switch used in the experiment. Points of activations (traditional and impact) are also illustrated.

In summary, the design was:

- 2 button types (physical and touch)
- × 2 activation methods (traditional and impact)
- × { 5 tone intervals (200, 300, 400, 500, and 600 ms) × 2 tone durations (50 and 100 ms)
- × 100 trials }
- = 4,000 button-pressing trials (×32 participants)

Using a Balanced Latin Square [32], we counterbalanced the presentation order of four conditions: physical-traditional, physical-impact, touch-traditional, and touch-impact. There were four training blocks and ten test blocks (5 intervals × 2 durations) within a condition. The training blocks consisted of 400(interval)/100(duration), 400/75, and two 200/50 trials. Presentation order of the test blocks was randomized.

Apparatus
To exclude external disturbances, a custom-designed low-latency instrument was used. An Arduino Leonardo board processed all the signal generation and acquisition internally, to ensure minimal latency [7, 26]. For logging, data frames were transmitted to a PC with an internally-generated timestamp attached; thereby, communication latency could be avoided. The measured sampling rate of the instrument was 542 frames per second, which ensures a worst-case latency of 1.85 ms.

The physical condition used a mechanical key switch (Cherry MX MX1AC1NN) that snaps at 1–2 mm displacement with 60 cN force (snap ratio=33%) and hits its maximal travel with 100 cN force at 4 mm (see Figure 3). A linear Hall-effect sensor (SS49E) attached to pin A0 monitored the button displacement with a small neodymium magnet attached to a keycap (Figure 4). Because the Hall sensor signal is non-linear with respect to displacement, we calibrated the sensor with a precision moving platform to press a button. We made a table of sensor values at 0.1 mm resolution and interpolated them to map the raw signal to a metric-unit displacement value.

The touch condition used a touch sensor (Adafruit MPR121 module[1]). A copper plate (20×40 mm) was attached to pin 0 of it. All other input pins were disabled for shorter scan time. We obtained the capacitance value by subtracting between two raw values (baselineData() and filteredData() functions), using the dedicated Adafruit MPR121 library.

The physical and touch buttons were connected to the Arduino board. It monitored the button signals and activated the button with a given activation-method setting. With traditional activation, the physical button was activated at 2 mm displacement during downstroke (as its datasheet showed) and the touch button was activated when a signal exceeded 10 (the default threshold is 12). With impact activation, Algorithm 1 was applied with T1=2 mm/20 and Tn=0.02 mm/1, for physical and touch, respectively.

The same Arduino board generated the audio tone and visual LED feedback. The tone was generated via PWM output of pin D5 (488 Hz, 50% duty). A pair of earphones was connected through a volume-adjusting linear potentiometer. The tone was played for the given duration (50 or 100 ms) and interval (200–600 ms). If the board detected a button activation during the tone, it flushed the feedback LED for 50 ms immediately.

Procedure
Participants were welcomed and read the experiment consent form. After agreement, they sat on a chair and were asked to adjust the chair height to be comfortable for button pressing. We changed the chair position on the basis of their dominant hand. Participants were asked to fix their wrist to the rest. The feedback LED was located at eye level and 1 meter away from the participant. The experimenter briefly explained the task. Participants were asked to succeed in as many trials as possible, and to try to calibrate their button-pressing behavior for that. They were blinded to the activation methods. They wore a pair of earphones for pacing-tone stimuli and wore noise-canceling headphones (Sennheiser PX-450) on top of that, which played pink noise during the experiment. The noise volume was adjusted to block the button-pressing noise, and the tone volume was adjusted to be comfortable and clearly heard by participants.

During the training block, participants calibrated their button-pressing behavior to maximize the number of successful trials. They were able to take a short break between blocks and pressed the “next” button to start the next block. At the beginning of a block, they heard the tone for a while to get a

rhythm first, then started button pressing. Each participant performed 100 button-pressing trials for one block. After one condition ended, the experimenter set the next condition and repeated the 14 blocks. When four conditions were completed, we collected participants’ demographic data and finished the experiment. The whole procedure took about an hour.

RESULTS

Each participant produced 40 blocks of data (10 blocks × 4 conditions). The first 20 trials in a block were discarded as practice trials, and the remaining 80 were included in the analysis. Because of experimental-program error, three blocks from P2 were not recorded. Therefore, 1277 blocks (32 × 40 − 3) were analyzed in total. We performed repeated-measures ANOVA for statistical testing. The success rate was calculated as

\[ \frac{\text{# of successful trials}}{\text{# of total trials}} \times 100\% \]

Normality of Distributions

We tested the normality of button activation timing distribution with one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov testing. Of 1,277 blocks, 81.6% (or 1,042 blocks) followed the normality assumption (α = .05). Therefore, most of the data could be abstracted into a normal distribution with mean asynchrony and standard deviation.

Success Rate

For success rates (see Figure 5), the difference between TRADITIONAL and IMPACT was large and statistically significant. When compared to TRADITIONAL, the overall success rate of IMPACT increased by 94.9% (23.4%p) for PHYSICAL and 37.0% (10.0%p) for TOUCH buttons.

Two-way RM-ANOVA showed that button type \( (F_{(1,31)}=7.33, p=.011, \eta^2_{\text{partial}}=.19) \), activation method \( (F_{(1,31)}=52.08, p<.001, \eta^2_{\text{partial}}=.63) \), and their interaction \( (F_{(1,31)}=19.41, p<.001, \eta^2_{\text{partial}}=.39) \) had a significant effect on success rate. Since they showed an interaction effect, we separately compared IMPACT and TRADITIONAL within each button type, using a paired-samples t-test. Significant differences between activation methods were found for both button types \( t_{(31)}=7.30 \) within PHYSICAL and \( t_{(31)}=4.43 \) within TOUCH, all \( p<.001 \).

Asynchrony

Compared to TRADITIONAL, IMPACT showed less asynchrony between the tone onset and the button activation time (Figure 6). Asynchrony closer to zero is considered better. The NMA increased with tone interval (consistent with [22, 38]). The shorter duration (50 ms) condition exhibited more NMA than 100 ms duration ones (consistent with [13, 29]).

Two-way RM-ANOVA showed that button type \( (F_{(1,31)}=14.21, p=.001, \eta^2_{\text{partial}}=.31) \), activation method \( (F_{(1,31)}=43.16, p<.001, \eta^2_{\text{partial}}=.58) \), and their interaction \( (F_{(1,31)}=18.65, p<.001, \eta^2_{\text{partial}}=.38) \) all displayed a significant effect on mean asynchrony. Paired-samples t-tests revealed a significant difference in mean asynchrony between the activation methods for both button types \( t_{(31)}=6.76, p<.001 \) within PHYSICAL and \( t_{(31)}=3.29, p=.003 \) within TOUCH. Linear fitting showed the slope of IMPACT activation (-6.5 to -8.5) to be more gradual than that of TRADITIONAL activation (-10.2 to -12.2). In summary, IMPACT indeed exhibited better alignment with tone onset and was more robust to interval changes.

Standard Deviation of Asynchrony

Compared to TRADITIONAL, IMPACT showed a smaller \( SD_{\text{asy}} \) (see Figure 7), which represents better temporal stability.
Two-way RM-ANOVA showed that only activation method exhibited a significant effect on $SD_{asy}$ ($F(1,31) = 6.33, p = .02, \eta^2_{partial} = .17$). Button type ($F(1,31) = 2.49, p = .12$) and the two’s interaction ($F(1,31) = .043, p = .838$) did not exhibit a significant effect. On average, $SD_{asy}$ was 8.2% smaller in IMPACT activation conditions (47.8 ms) than TRADITIONAL (52.0 ms), which is in line with previous literature [12, 13]. This means that participants could perform button pressing more stably with IMPACT. Figure 8 plots the distribution for each condition, with tone onset and duration overlaid. Dominance of the PHYSICAL-IMPACT condition is clearly visible.

**Musicians vs. Non-Musicians**

Musicians are known to exhibit better temporal accuracy than non-musicians [11]. We separated among participants by musical education experience and compared them. Relative to the non-musician group (11 people), the musician group (21 people) indeed exhibited better success rates, less asynchrony, and less standard deviation (see Table 1). Also, the difference in performance increment with IMPACT was pronounced. For the musicians, PHYSICAL success rate was increased by 112% and TOUCH success rate was higher by 38%. In comparison, the non-musician group exhibited only a 60% increment in PHYSICAL and 34% increment in TOUCH. However, we could still observe a performance gain of IMPACT over TRADITIONAL irrespective of group, which is impressive.

**CONCLUSION**

For this paper, we defined and empirically investigated an activation technique called Impaction Activation. A user study showed IA to be superior to the traditional button activation methods for all performance metrics in a fast tapping task: IA had higher success rates, less asynchrony, and less variance (see figures 6 and 7). The performance gains were greater in the physical button condition than in the touch button condition.

The benefit of IA is likely to be attributable to the stronger stimulation of the fingertip allowing the motor system to calibrate its outputs better in the fast, episodic tapping task. We hypothesize that IA is closer to users’ perceived activation point than a traditional button activation point is. The activation point design choice had a much greater effect on the mean of asynchrony than on its standard deviation.

To the best of our knowledge, the design of buttons has not been approached before by exploiting findings from theories of temporal motor control. Our work may reveal a new opportunity to understand why user performance has been much worse with touchscreen devices than physical input devices. In HCI research, work on touch input has focused, for example, on the “fat finger problem” [28] and system latency [6, 35]. Techniques such as IA that are motivated by motor control literature may complement the gains achieved in these areas. Furthermore, it could address well-known performance impairments reported for touchscreen gaming [3, 36, 37].

We see several opportunities to build on this work. First, our results are limited to a particular modality combination: audio cue with visual feedback. We believe the benefit of IA will persist with other modalities, but it may be smaller. This remains a topic for future work. Also, our experimental task was relatively short, so there may be some quickly obtained advantages to using IA, particularly for novice users. To assess the robustness of the effect, a longitudinal study should be carried out. Longitudinal research would expose possible recalibration effects [30]. Finally, our experiment tested two specific button designs. Although these represent commonly used types, we see it as worthwhile to replicate the work with other button designs.
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